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ABSTRACT
In 2015 Spaceflight initiated a dramatic new vision: buy a full Falcon 9 and fill it totally with Rideshare spacecraft.
There was to be no ‘prime’ satellite. There was the potential for ‘co-lead’ status for a couple of customers, but
otherwise it was an egalitarian mission. This mission was dubbed SSO-A for ‘Sun Synchronous Orbit – A” with
“A” standing for the first of a planned series of such launches. The integration of the spacecraft onto the Integrated
Payload Stack (IPS) will likely be occurring during or soon after the SmallSat conference. The subsystems have
been designed to deploy 80+ spacecraft, ranging from 0.25U CubeSats to 300+ kg MicroSats. They will be
deployed from three different free-flying structures: an Upper Free Flyer (UFF), a Lower Free Flyer (LFF), and the
Falcon 9 upper stage. In addition to the Falcon 9 avionics, the separation commands will come from two
independent sets of avionics on the UFF and LFF. The major challenge of this effort has been the ‘herding of the
cats’ to get dozens of spacecraft prepared for one launch. The experience of coordinating such a complex mission
has resulted in new approaches to streamlining mission integration processes – necessity is the mother of invention!

multiple sources. This will be elaborated on more later
in this paper in relation to the variety of subsystems
used on the SSO-A mission.

SPACEFLIGHT OVERVIEW
Spaceflight offers flexible options encompassing most
commercially-available launch services, providing
payload customers a full end-to-end integration and
launch service. Spaceflight regularly procures payload
capacity on launch vehicles and procures flight support
and separation equipment and manages and executes
multiple customer spacecraft launch campaigns.

Launch History
Since 2013, Spaceflight has launched over 140
spacecraft using 8 different launch vehicles,
international and US. This total will nearly double with
launches currently on track for launch in 2018,
including the SSO-A mission. The 2018 planed
launches will also include the first commercial
Rideshare to GTO and GEO, as well Spaceflight’s first
Rocket Lab Electron.

Provider Agnostic
Spaceflight maintains an ‘agnostic’ stance toward
launch vehicle providers, as well as the subsystems
employed to provide balanced, best-value launch
service solutions. The Spaceflight team includes
various Launch Vehicle Providers (LVP) and Industry
Partners. Spaceflight has built strong commercial
relationships with numerous US launch service
providers including: SpaceX Falcon 9, Northrop
Grumman’s Minotaur-family, and Rocket Lab Electron,
SEOPS and NanoRacks for ISS rideshare opportunities.
They are also actively working with all new entrant
launch vehicles companies to expand the options for
access to space. Additionally, Spaceflight works with
multiple international launch partners, including India’s
PSLV and Russia’s Soyuz launch vehicles. Similarly,
subsystems – such as CubeSat dispensers, spacecraft
separation systems, and structures – are procured from
Schoneman

MISSION OVERVIEW
The SSO-A mission takes the concept of a Rideshare –
or ‘Multi Manifest Mission’ – to a new level. A full
Falcon 9 launch vehicle is being dedicated purely to
Rideshare spacecraft – there is no ‘Primary’ satellite
that defines the mission (Figure 1).The approach is
analogous to buying a seat on an airplane: everyone is
leaving at the same time and going to the same place.
No single passenger gets to change the departure time
or destination. There are ‘Co-Lead’ customer who get
limited involvement in determining the launch date, as
well as other enhanced services. In the air travel
analogy, this would be equivalent to a special first-class
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ticket that would allow one or two passengers to ask for
the departure to be delayed accommodating their
schedule. For the SSO-A mission, there is only one
commercial customer who has this special Co-Lead
status.

MicroSats, as well as dozens of CubeSats ranging from
0.25U to 6U.
INTEGRATED PAYLOAD STACK
The SSO-A configuration features an Integrated
Payload Stack (IPS). As shown in Figure 2, the IPS
structure consists of multiple structural elements. The
two major deployed elements designated the Upper
Free Flyer (UFF) and Lower Free Flyer (LFF), as well
as various sub-elements as shown in Figure 3.
Upper Free Flyer
The UFF consists of four primary structural elements:

Figure 1 SSO-A Launch Depiction with Falcon 9
Stage 2

In all, there are 51 different customers, representing 14
different countries on the SSO-A mission. There are 16

1.

EELV Secondary Payload Adapter (ESPA)

2.

CubeStack

3.

Hub

4.

Top Section of the Multi Payload Carrier
(MPC)

The ESPA is a standard aluminum ESPA ring with six
port with 15” bolt pattern attachment points. This unit

Standard ESPA
• 6 – 15” Ports
• Microsats & CubeSats
CubeStack
• Avionics
• CubeSat Dispenser

Hub – Composite Ring
• 6 – 24” Ports
• Microsats
Multi Payload Carrier (MPC)
• Internal – Lower Free Flyer
• External – 4 Platforms w/
Microsats
Falcon 9 Payload Attach Fitting
(PAF)

Figure 2 SSO-A Integrated Payload Stack (IPS)
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Figure 3 SSO-A Structural Elements
is built by Moog CSA and has flown multiple times.

spacecraft attached to it. There are also four platform
on the MPC on which four microsats are mounted and
deployed. The MPC is an adaption of the ASAP-S
multiple payload structure previously built and flown
on Soyuz launch vehicles by Arianespace.

The CubeStack is an aluminum structure developed for
the SSO-A configuration. It houses the UFF avionics,
as well as providing port for up to five 6U-size CubeSat
dispensers. It was built by LoadPath Engineering.

Mission Scenario
The Hub is similar to an ESPA Grande but is composite
versus aluminum construction. It has six 24” diameter
ports. It is built by Airbus Defense and Space
(formerly CASA) in Madrid, Spain.

There are six initial deployments commanded by the
Falcon 9 rocket, separating the UFF, four microsats
from the MPC, and the LFF. This order of deployment
is show in Figure 4. The orbit-relative directions and
timing for each of these deployments is specified to
SpaceX by Spaceflight.

Lower Free Flyer
The LFF is a hexagonal aluminum structure designed to
hold up to twelve 12U – or QuadPack – size CubeSat
dispensers. It also includes avionics to autonomously
separate all of the CubeSats on the LFF.

The overall mission scenario is shown in Figure 4.
Once the UFF and LFF are separated by the launch
vehicle, their avionics power up, initialize, and begin
separating the spacecraft in a predetermined sequence.

MPC
The MPC is a load-carrying composite structure. There
is a separation mechanism between the lower and upper
halves of the MPC. This separation join allows the UFF
to be released and to then autonomously deploy the
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Figure 4 SSO-A Deployment Sequence from Falcon 9
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Liftoff
SECO-1
Deploy UFF
Deploy MPC Platform spacecraft
Deploy LoFF
UFF deploys spacecraft
LoFF deploys spacecraft
End of Mission

GPS Constellation
Globalstar Constellation

6

8
7
8

Mission Orbit:
575 km SSO

SpaceX Launch Vehicle

8
2

3

4

Globalstar Ground
Station Network

GPS & TLM

5

1

The UFF and LFF both have S-band transmitters for
downlinking status to the ground. This data will be
received by Spaceflight’s ground station network and
linked back to the Mission Operations Center (MOC) at
Spaceflight’s main office in Seattle, WA. In addition,
the UFF is utilizing a Globalstar relay to provide a GPS
positional solution and telemetry data throughout the
mission. This data will also be linked from the
Globalstar ground station network back to the MOC.

SFI
MOC

Telemetry

Spaceflight Ground
Station Network

The telemetry includes verification indicators for each
spacecraft separation. Switches on the deployers –
separation systems and CubeSat dispensers – are
monitored by the UFF and LFF avionics transmitted to
ground stations to provide verification of spacecraft
separation. Figure 5 shows the preliminary ground track
prediction for the first three orbits along with the
location of the three Spaceflight ground stations.
Separation Sequence
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Liftoff
18:31
UTC
SECO-1
18:41
UTC
UFF
Separation
18:44 UTC

4 x Customer
LoFF
separation
Separation
19:11 UTC
Figure
5 SSO_A Preliminary Initial Ground Track
After separation from the F9 upper stage, the UFF and
LFF autonomously deploy their spacecraft. At the time
of the writing, the details of the final separation
sequence are being analyzed. A significant challenge in
this analysis is to minimize the potential for recontact
between objects and creating undesirable space debris,
To do this, a complex analysis and simulation is being
employed to evaluate the relative dynamics between all
of the separated objects. This involves Monte Carlo
analyses of multiple parameters that can affect the
orbital parameters, such as separation spring variability,
mass uncertainty, and free-flyer body rotation rates.

separation sequence lasts until approximately 4 hours
and 40 minutes after launch and the LFF separation
sequence goes until L+ 5 hours.
The final separation sequence will be defined by the
analysis of the spacecraft on the final manifest, running
the Monte Carlo conjunction analysis to confirm an
adequately low probability of recontact between all of
the separated objects. The acceptable threshold was
determined via coordination with the FCC as part of
getting the frequency approval process for the UFF and
LFF. This process will be discussed more later in the
paper.

The UFF and LFF do not have active attitude control,
so the body rates are minimized by balancing the
inertias imparted by the spacecraft separations. The
separation sequence attempts to separate spacecraft
with similar imparted inertias from opposite sides of the
IPS, balancing the imparted body rates.

MISSION MANAGEMENT
Making sure the 80+ spacecraft that have been
manifested on SSO-A are ready and able to be
integrated with the IPS is a substantial effort. To
accomplish this as efficiently as possible, Spaceflight
has developed a host of standardized process and
methods to streamline the effort.

The general order of the UFF deployment sequence is:
1.

Co-Lead Microsats

2.

Rideshare Microsats

3.

CubeSats

Interface Control Documents
One of the primary tools used to manage the integration
of spacecraft onto launch vehicles in the Interface
Control Document (ICD). For a typical single-to-few
spacecraft mission, this can be handled with a typical
document processed in MS Word or similar. Reviews
and approvals have normally been handled by
distribution of discrete review copies of the document,
getting back comments and making the changes.

Nominally, separations are timed at 5 minutes apart to
allow more time for the spacecraft to accrue separation
distance. However, some cases there are separations as
short as 15 seconds and the avionics can accommodate
simultaneous separations, if needed. All told, the UFF
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Ultimately, the final document is routed for signature
approvals. However, trying to employ this process for
the multitude of customers on SSO-A would quickly
get unwieldy. Therefore, Spaceflight adopted the
online-accessible
Jama
Software
requirements
management tool. (https://www.jamasoftware.com/)
Spaceflight has also adopted Jama for all of their
internal requirements documentation, allowing a direct
connection between customer requirements from an
ICD to system requirements. An ICD or other
requirement document is called a ‘Project” in Jama.

Regulatory Requirements
Complying with regulations establish by Government
organizations is not exactly rocket science, but can be a
major impediment to getting launched. Approvals are
required from multiple agencies. These approvals
include radio frequency approval from the Federal
Communications Commission (FCC) earth imaging
from the National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration (NOAA), and transport to the launch
Range from the Department of Transportation (DoT).
Additionally, the Federal Aviation Administration
(FAA) licenses the commercial Falcon 9 launch vehicle
via SpaceX.

Using Jama, the Mission Management team created
ICDs that can be reviewed by each customer via a
browser-based interface. Each ICD requirement can be
reviewed and approved discretely on a real-time basis.
Rather than issuing new releases of a document to
circulate for review, progress of the ICD toward
completion can be tracked statistically based on how
many of the requirements have been reviewed – and
ultimately approved – by each participant. Each
participant can be designated as either a review or
approver. Reviewers can read the document and make
comments on each requirement or section of the ICD.
Approvers can to the same but have the additional
ability to approve or reject each item. Approving is a
simple matter of clicking a ‘check mark’ box.
Alternatively, an ‘X’ can be clicked, indicating the item
needs more work. All changes are maintained in the
Jama database, allowing one to trace the evolution of
the ICD.

Each spacecraft organization coordinates their own
approvals. However, Spaceflight also needs to gain the
appropriate approvals for the stack elements, for
transport, as well the UFF and LFF in space since they
are free-flying objects. To do this, information from all
of the spacecraft is needed.
DoT special permits are typically needed for
transporting spacecraft which have lithium ion (LiIon)
batteries and/or pressure vessels over US streets and
highways. Since most spacecraft are now using LiIon
batteries, most spacecraft also require DoT special
permits. Spaceflight is integrating most of these
spacecraft at their Auburn, WA integration facility and
then subsequently transporting the stack elements to
Vandenberg Air Force Base. Therefore, they need to
get a special permit which encompasses all of the
constituent spacecraft, as well as the IPS elements.
Evidence of all of the individual spacecraft permits are
needed to accomplish this.

To avoid reinventing the wheel and maintaining
consistency, Spaceflight developed standardized ICD
templates within Jama. Because of the differences in
complexity and means of the deployment, separated
ICD templates were created for MicroSats and
CubeSats. When a new customer was signed for the
mission, it became a relatively simple matter to copy
the template and edit it with spacecraft-specific
information. Moreover, Jama has the ability to ‘push’
updates to properly linked projects. Therefore, when
revisions are identified that apply to all spacecraft on
the mission, they can be pushed out for incorporation in
all the linked ICD.

Even more vital is FCC licensing. As part of the FCC
frequency approval, they also review orbital debris
policy compliance. This includes debris mitigation on
orbit (recontact & conjunction analyses), reentry within
25 years, and reentry hazards at end of mission. For
this, specific spacecraft information is included in the
supporting analysis and application. Given the large
number of spacecraft on SSO-A, this is not a trivial
effort. As mentioned previously, a complex Monte
Carlo separation and conjunction analyses was
conducted for all of the separating objects on the
mission. Similarly, a reentry debris hazard analysis was
completed for the UFF and LFF structures and
subsystems that remained after spacecraft separation.
The results of these analyses, along with other required
documentation, were reviewed with and submitted to
the FCC for frequency approval.

Finally, Jama allows verification artifacts to be directly
associated with requirements. The definition of the
artifact can be included in the same Jama project as the
requirements. The actual artifact (i.e. test reports,
analyses, etc) documentation can then be linked to the
artifact item in the ICD, providing robust
documentation of the ICD requirements verifications.

Getting frequency approvals is critical to facilitate the
launch. When SpaceX applies for their FAA license to
launch, they submit a list of all spacecraft on the
Schoneman
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mission. The FAA initiates an interagency review to
assure all applicable US Government agencies do not
have concerns with any elements of the mission. As
part of this review, the FCC provides confirmation that
all US-origin spacecraft have the proper licensing. If
just one spacecraft on the mission – even a single
CubeSat – does not have a license, the FAA will not
issue the launch license.
Therefore, Spaceflight
requires that all spacecraft on the mission – domestic,
foreign, or US Government – all provide evidence of
proper licensing. If a spacecraft does not provide the
necessary proof, they will not be integrated onto the
launch vehicle.

Spaceflight Integration Facility
The development and integration of the mission
elements prior to the start of spacecraft integration
happens at the Spaceflight Integration Facility. This
includes receiving and inspection of all incoming
hardware, such as structures, avionics, cable harnessing,
spacecraft separations systems, and CubeSat deployers.
It also includes the effort to build-up and functionally
test the avionics and subsystems.
This Auburn facility was built-out primarily to support
the requirements for the integration of SSO-A. Because
of the large structures and IPS height fully stacked, a
facility was required with a higher ceiling than
Spaceflight’s prior location in Tukwila, WA could
provide. .It includes a larger and more capable certified
ISO 8 cleanroom (<100,000 0.5µm particles/ft3) clean
room Figure 6). The new facility incorporates a 3-ton
bridge crane to move hardware and integrate dozens of
discrete spacecraft The cleanroom has an airlock for
moving hardware in and out, a gowning room, and an
electrostatic dissipative floor. The air is constantly
scrubbed by filters and its conditions are controlled to
keep humidity and temperature within required levels.
There is also a portable cleanroom tent capable of ISO
7 (<10,000 0.5µm particles/ft3) for smaller integration
work, such as CubeSat-to-dispenser integration. The
facility also includes lab bench for testing, allowing
testing of new software/firmware on non-flight

Spaceflight also coordinates closely with the Joint
Space Operations Center (JSpOC) of the United States
Strategic Command (USSTRATCOM) which, among
other operational duties, monitors objects in Earth orbit.
Although it is not a specific regulatory requirement,
given the number new objects being delivered to Earth
orbit by SSO-A, it was deemed important by
Spaceflight to be good space-citizens and assist JSpOC
in identifying all of the spacecraft to be launched.
MISSION INTEGRATION
Integration for the SSO-A mission is occurring at two
primary locations: Spaceflight’s Integration Facility in
Auburn, WA and the SpaceX Payload Processing
Facility (PPF) at Vandenberg AFB, CA.
•
•
•
•
Airlock Entry

•
•
•
•

1,641 sq ft of office Space
6,852 sq ft of warehouse including cleanroom
Cleanroom is 1184 sqft (37’ x 32’) with 25’
celling
Airlock is 238 sqft (17’ x 14’) with a 15’ wide
door)
Gowning room 10’x10’
ISO 8 certified (Class 100,000)
3-ton Gantry crane with 22’ 5” hook height.
120V 60 Hz and 240V 60 Hz service available

Cleanroom

Figure 6 Spaceflight's Auburn Integration Facility Cleanroom
Schoneman
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hardware before testing it on the flight hardware in the
cleanroom environment.

structures come together. The LFF and the upper
segment of the UFF are shown in Figure 8 during
integration testing. This mechanical process was
demonstrated prior to the final integration of each subelement into flight configuration. The stack up was
also previously demonstrated, in the Fall of 2017, in
preparation for a modal survey that was successfully
completed on the IPS structure.

IPS Integration and Test
Spaceflight conducts many layers of avionics testing,
over the life of the program, from bench-level testing
through full system-level, to make sure the UFF and
LFF are ready for customer payload integration, flight,
and eventual operations. All hardware received from
vendors is subject to receiving inspection, to make sure
it was built up to specifications. Software is tested
incremental, getting more flight-like at each step, until
ultimately testing the actual mission scripts that will run
during launch. The final tests look at the entire mission
duration, from going to internal power on the launch
pad, the moment of separation from the launch vehicle,
through our on-orbit passes over Spaceflight ground
stations. The Mission Simulation Tests can last as long
as 16 hours. During these tests data collection and
dissemination is simulated, sending the data to the
mission management team who will eventually send
those data to customers during post-launch operations,
so they can locate and communicate with their
spacecraft.

Spacecraft Integration
After the IPS and all Spaceflight elements are all fully
integrated and tested, the Customer spacecraft arrive for
integration and preparation for launch. This starts 60
days prior to launch and continues for almost three
weeks. With an unprecedented number of customers
and spacecraft, careful coordination and scheduling of
integration activities is imperative. The Assembly,
Integration and Test engineers’ preliminary schedule is
planned with ½ day fidelity. For the final schedule,
integration is being planned to hourly increments. As
an added challenge, the timing of customer integration
need to factor in which customers are integrating at the
same time. Some customer may be competitors, so
they would prefer not to reveal any details about their
systems to each other. Similarly, there are US
Government spacecraft that need to avoid access by

Figure 7 shows the flow of how the four major

Figure 7 SSO-A Major Structures Mechanical Integration Flow
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foreign nationals. These factors, and more, were
considered in creating the detailed integration schedule.

test as of this writing, so there are plenty of lessons still
likely to be learned. However, in the lead up to this
point, there have been plenty. Many of these are
technical details and processes that are being factored
into Spaceflight’s ongoing and future missions to be
more effective and efficient. These are being collected
in an internal databased and are too numerous to delve
into for this paper.
There are, however, some
overarching lessons to be shared.

PRELIMINARY LESSONS LEARNED

Keep It Simple and Standardize
With so many spacecraft to manage, trying to do
customize and accommodate every spacecraft desire is
unwieldy.
Spacecraft organizations have been
progressively moving in this direction, from the
‘exquisite’ specialized spacecraft to CubeSat with
standardized interfaces and requirements. Continuing
to push in this direction and enforce common
requirements is essential to executing rideshare
missions such as SSO-A. One of the innovations that
was applied to this by Spaceflight in the ICD
development process described earlier, using
standardized templates and collaborative software for
review and approval. Similarly, standardized templates
were developed for most documents to be delivered by
each customer organizations. This helps new entrant
spacecraft organizations who may have never dealt with
the documentation required for launch previously. But
it also helps mature organizations focus on what is
needed for rideshare missions as executed by
Spaceflight. Moreover, it helps provide a common
expectation and definition for the documentation, so
that the provided information is more discernable and

Figure 8 Integration and Test Prior to Spacecraft
Integration
The mission is just moving into final integration and
MicroSatellites
• Integrated
onto IPS
CubeSat Dispenser

CubeSats Integrated
into Dispenser

IPS Stack Elements

Dispenser doors
are closed and set
for flight

Figure 9 CubeSats and Most MicroSats Integrated at SFI Auburn
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manageable by the Mission Management team.

However, the illustration does point to a success story.
The larger spacecraft on top, depicted by the large box,
determined they would not be ready for the mission. It
was a US Government spacecraft. However, there was
another spacecraft from the same organization that was
waiting to launch because their launch had been
extensively delayed. Spaceflight was able to coordinate
with SpaceX and make a configuration change quite
late in the flow.

Stay Flexible
The one thing that is constant is change. Spacecraft and
launches are inherently complex undertakings. They
can also be layered with business considerations, such
as funding and strategic planning. This is particularly
true in the New Space world where many of
Spaceflight’s customers come from. Launch slips are a
regular part of the business, which leads to schedule
uncertainty. On SSO-A, there have a variety of
changes with spacecraft coming off the mission and
other spacecraft coming on.
And, even though
Spaceflight has held the line and let all customer know
what the planning dates are for integration and launch,
quite a few spacecraft have indicated they will not be
ready for the launch or at risk of not being ready. As an
illustration, Figure 10 shows the configuration of the
IPS at the time abstracts were due for SmallSat papers
to when this paper is to be submitted. And this
depiction doesn’t include the CubeSats that have had
significant changes.

SUMMARY
The SSO-A mission has been a revolutionary approach
to launching small satellites, creating a Dedicated
Rideshare Mission on a large launch vehicle. It has
resulted in developing new approaches to Mission
Management and streamlining processes to handle the
large number of spacecraft on the mission. Many
lessons have been learned, but more are no doubt yet to
come in the final integration and launch of this exiting
mission.

June 2018

Jan 2018

Figure 3 Late Changes to the SSO-A IPS Configuration
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